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1. INTRODUCTION
Since Nash pioneering studies involving estimates of entropy in terms of
a Dirichlet form, the bounds of entropy proved to be an effective and
elegant tool in analysis. In particular their application in the infinite
dimensional context resulted in an interesting progress of the analysis of
the Markov semigroup, spectral theory, and probability theory. Over the
past 30 years much of this development concentrated around the study of
the hypercontractive semigroups Pt — e tL, t \ 0, that is the semigroups
which for sufficiently large time contract an Lp(m) to Lq(m) space asso-
ciated to a probability measure m with indices 1 < q < p <. (i.e., in a
converse direction as in the Hölder inequality). A detailed account on this
subject can be found in a number of lecture notes about this domain; see,
for example, [1, 2, 8, 9, 11]. We mention here that the success of this
development relied in a crucial way on the equivalence of the hypercon-
tractivity and a relative entropy bound in terms of the Dirichlet form of
a Markov generator (called the logarithmic Sobolev inequality) proved
in [7].
If applied to a natural Dirichlet form defined with a probability measure
on a noncompact underlying space, the above mentioned theory imposes a
requirement of Gaussian or better behaviour of the tails of the correspond-
ing probability distribution. On the other hand the exponential bounds
proven as an abstract result of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality repro-
duce only the Gaussian tails, even if the probability measure involved had
faster decay of the distribution tail. These and some other facts constituted
the starting point of the research described in this paper, in which the
results and proofs are organised as follows.
In Section 2 we recall estimates of [10] which provide entropy bounds
for general finite dimensional distributions, that is distributions which are
sub- or super-Gaussian. As the reader will notice at this stage the bounds
already involve more complicated differential expressions which may not
have the positivity and Lp properties of a quadratic form of a Markov
generator; in fact, for example in the sub-Gaussian case we encounter
higher order differential terms.
In Section 3 we show that one can use finite dimensional information to
obtain certain relative entropy bounds for infinite product measures which
reflect the properties of tails of the underlying probability distribution. The
bounds involve homogenous functionals with appropriate additivity prop-
erties which may not be a quadratic form of some differential operator.
In Section 4 we study abstract properties of the relative entropy bounds
introduced in the previous section. In particular we show that such
inequalities reproduce the correct (and essentially optimal) behaviour of the
distribution tails. For the sub-Gaussian case we additionally show the
Gaussian attraction property, that is a control over the convergence to the
logarithmic Sobolev inequality associated to the central limit theorem.
Finally, in that case we show an implication of the spectral gap inequality
for some higher order differential operator (associated to a principal part
of the corresponding relative entropy bound).
In Section 5 we show that similar inequalities remain true for infinite
dimensional Gibbs measures and Markov chains provided some mixing
condition is satisfied.
We conclude with a brief summary and outlook.
2. PRELIMINARIES: LogG INEQUALITIES FOR
FINITE DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we state a few results which will be helpful later on.
Although we choose here a simple setting of Euclidean space Rn, it should
be clear that everything can be carried over to a more general context of
smooth finite dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
For a smooth function f on Rn, “f — (“kf)k=1, ..., n denotes its gradient
and for a multi-index a — (a1, ..., an), ai ¥ Z+, we use a notation “af —
<k (“ak/(“xk)ak) f, with a convention that a derivative of order zero
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equals the identity operator, and we set |a| —;k=1, ..., n |ak |. Later we will
use ||f||u to denote the supremum norm of a bounded function f.
Let P be a probability measure on Rn given by
P(f) —
> fe−U dnx
> e−U dnx
,
where U is a smooth function such that
0 < F e−U dnx <.
and which with some h ¥ (0, .) satisfies
|U|h [ a(|“U|2− 12DU+b) (1)
with some constants a, b ¥ (0,.). The following results are essentially
contained in [10] (Theorem 1 and Theorem 3).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose U is a smooth function satisfying condition (1) for
which a measure P on Rn, n \ 3, is well defined. Then, with some constant
c¯0 ¥ (0, .), for any d ¥ [0, h] one has
P 1f2 : log f2
Pf2
:d2 [ 2c¯0(P |“f|2+Pf2) (2)
for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
Moreover for any K ¥N there is a constant c¯k ¥ (0,.) such that for any
d ¥ [0, h] one has
P 1f2 : log f2
Pf2
:Kd2 [ 2c¯K C
a : |a|=0, ..., K
P |“af|2 (3)
for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
Additionally if h > 1, then there is a constant c˜0 ¥ (0,.) such that
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c˜0P |[1−L]1/2h f|2 (4)
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for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite, with −L being the
selfadjoint operator corresponding to the Dirichlet form E(f, f) — P |“f|2
obtained by closing the square of the gradient form defined on the smooth
compactly supported functions.
The case d=h is contained in [10]. For d ¥ (0, h), one proves the desired
result first for functions with L2 norm equal to one using inequality
x2 |log x2|d [ x2 |log x2|h+ sup
y ¥ (0, e]
y2 |log y2|d.
Given (2), one proves (3) by induction as in [10] (see proof of Theorem 3).
Using this lemma, we get the following result useful for our later purposes.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose U is a smooth function satisfying condition
(1) for which the measure P on Rn, n \ 3, is well defined and satisfies the
following spectral gap inequality
m0P(f−Pf)2 [ P |“f|2 (5)
with some m0 ¥ (0, .) for all f for which the right hand side is finite. Then,
for 0 < h < 1, there is K ¥N and a constant c¯ ¥ (0,.) such that the following
DK-entropy bound is true
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c¯DK(f, f) (6)
with
DK(f, f) — C
|a|=1, ..., K
P |“af|2 (7)
for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
Moreover, iff h > 1, there is a constant c˜ ¥ (0,.) such that the following
inequality is true
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c˜P(f[−L]1/hf). (8)
Proof. Let h ¥ (0, 1). If h is equal to the inverse of a natural number,
we simply apply (3) of Lemma 2.1 to this number and d=h. If it is not so,
one can use the first part of Lemma 2.1 with d equal to the largest inverse
of a natural number 1/K smaller than h and apply the second part of this
lemma with this d. In this way one obtains an inequality
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2cˆ C
|a|=0, ..., K
P |“af|2 (9)
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with some constant cˆ ¥ (0,.). Now using the well known inequality (see
e.g. [8])
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ P 1 (f−Pf)2 log (f−Pf)2
P(f−Pf)2
2+2P(f−Pf)2 (10)
and applying the inequality (9) to the first part of the right hand side of
(10), we get
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2cˆ C
|a|=1, ..., K
P |“af|2+(2+2cˆ) P(f−Pf)2. (11)
Hence, application of the assumed spectral gap inequality (5) yields
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c¯ C
|a|=1, ..., K
P |“af|2 (12)
with
c¯ — 1 cˆ+1+cˆ
m0
2 . (13)
This ends the proof of Proposition 2.2 in the case when 0 < h < 1.
Suppose now that h > 1. Then applying the inequality (10) together with
the second part of Lemma 2.1 (inequality (4)), we get
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c˜0P((f−Pf)[1−L]1/h (f−Pf))+2P(f−Pf)2
[ 2c˜0P(f[−L]1/h f)+(2+2c˜0) P(f−Pf)2. (14)
Next, we note that the spectral gap inequality (5) together with an
application of the spectral theorem imply the spectral gap of size m1/h0 for
the operator (−L)1/h. Applying this to the second part of the right hand
side of (14) yields
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c˜P(f[−L]1/h f) (15)
with
c˜ — c˜0+(1+c˜0)/m1/h0 .
This ends the proof of Proposition 2.2. L
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3. ENTROPY BOUNDS FOR NON-GAUSSIAN
PRODUCT MEASURES
In this section we apply the preliminary results of Section 2 to obtain
entropy bounds for (infinite) product measures. Suppose for l ¥N, Pl is the
isomorphic copy of the distribution P for which the entropy bound of
Proposition 2.2 is true. For N ¥N, let
EN — ë
l=1, ..., N
Pl
be a product probability measure on WN — (Rn) ×N. Given a gradient
operation “ — (“k)k=1, ..., n on Rn, we introduce a gradient Nl — (Nl, k)k=1, ..., n
with respect to the lth coordinate by Nl, k — Ié l−1 é “k é IéN−l, with I
denoting the unit operator. For a multi-index a — (a1, ..., an), with an ¥ Z+
we set Nalf —<{1 [ k [ n: ak > 0} Nakl, k. With this notation, for a given probability
measure P we introduce the following quadratic forms
EK(f, f) — C
l=1, ..., N
El, K(f, f) — C
l=1, ..., N
1 C
a : |a|=1, ..., K
P |Nalf|
22 ,
where El, K is the isomorphic copy of the quadratic form DK involving
powers of the gradient with respect to the lth coordinate, respectively.
We prove first the following, result for sub-Gaussian product measures.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose a distribution P satisfies the following DK-entropy
bound
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c¯DK(f, f) (16)
with some constant c¯ ¥ (0,.) and
DK(f, f) — C
|a|=1, ..., K
P |Naf|2
for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
Then there is a constant c ¥ (0,.) such that for any N ¥N we have
EN 1f2 log f2
ENf
2 [ 2c 3EK(f, f)+ C
l=1, ..., N
0 < |a| [K
EN |N
a
lf
ea |2/ea 4 (17)
with some ea ¥ (0, 1) dependent on K but not on N, for all nonnegative
functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
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Proof. For l=0, ..., N and a smooth real valued function f on WN we
define a sequence f0 — f and fl — (Plf2l−1)1/2=(Elf2)1/2, for l \ 1, where
El denotes the conditional expectation (associated to a probability measure
E) given coordinates wu with u=l+1, ..., N. With this notation we have
Ef2 log
f2
Ef2
= C
l=1, ..., N
E 1Elf2l−1 log f2l−1Elf2l−1 2 . (18)
Note that by our definition fl−1 depends only on coordinates wu with
u=l, ..., N and so in our setting in (18) the integration with respect to El is
given by integration with respect to the measure Pl on Rn. Using our
assumption, the DK-inequality (16) for each Pl, we get
Ef2 log
f2
Ef2
[ C
l=1, ..., N
E(2c¯El, K(fl−1, fl−1)). (19)
To simplify the right hand side of (19) we note that (by induction with
respect to the multi-indices a) one can show that
Nalfl−1= C
m=1, ..., |a|
C
b
a(m, b)
1
f2m−1l−1
D
k=1, ..., m
(El N
bk
l f
2), (20)
where b — {bk}k=1, ..., m, is a family of multi-indices satisfying |bk | > 0, for
each k, and |b | —;k=1, ..., m |bk |=|a|; and where a(m, b) ¥ R are some con-
stants. To estimate each term on the right hand side of (20), we observe
that for any set of multi-indices b={b1, ..., bm}, with |b |=|a|, we have the
following (arithmetic-geometric mean) inequality
1
(Elf)m−1/2
D
k=1, ..., m
|El N
bk
l f
2| [
1
m
C
k=1, ..., m
1
(Elf2)m−1/2
|El N
bk
l f
2|m.
(21)
Use of this together with the following lemma ends the proof of the
sub-Gaussian case of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Given a conditional expectation E, for any |b|, m ¥N, there
exist constants {ec ¥ (0, 1)}|c| [ |b| and a ¥ (0,.) such that
1
(Ef2)m−1/2
|E Nbf2|m [ a C
c : |c| [ |b|
(E |Ncf ec |2/ec)1/2. (22)
Proof. The proof goes by induction, so we note first that if |b|=1, for
any e ¥ (0, 1), we have
Nbf2=f2− e Nbf e.
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Thus if e=1m , by Holder’s inequality we obtain
|E Nbf2| [ (Ef2)1−1/2m (E |Nbf1/m|2m)1/2m (23)
which in the present case |b|=1 implies the following bound
1
(Ef2)m−1/2
|E Nbf2|m [ (E |Nbf1/m|2m)1/2. (24)
Next, consider the case when |b| > 1. We note that
Nbf2= C
(k, c)
acf2−ke D
l=1, ..., k
Nclf e (25)
with some positive constants ac — ac, b and summation going over all
k=1, ..., |b| and the families c — {cl … b}l=1, ..., k; |cl | > 0 and |c | —;l |cl |=
|b|. In particular for k=1 we have a term containing f2− e Nbf e. If e=1m ,
by simple arguments (using Hölder inequality as before) we get
1
(Ef2)m−1/2
|E Nbf2|m [ Cm, |b|(E(|Nbf1/m|2m))1/2+C −m, |b| C
(k, c): k > 1
×
1
(Ef2)m−1/2
:Ef2−ke D
l=1, ..., k
Nclf e :m (26)
with some positive constants Cm, |b| and C
−
m, |b|. The first term on the right
hand side of (26) has the desired form. On the other hand, the terms in the
remaining sum on that right hand side involve derivatives of the lower
order. However, we cannot apply the same trick for k > 1 directly as the
derivative free factor with e=1m has a ‘‘wrong’’ power. We need to make
first a redistribution of the powers using the following relation
f2−ke D
l=1, ..., k
Nclf e=Const f2− e D
l=1, ..., k
Nclf el+terms involving products
of factors with derivatives of lower order, (27)
where ;l=1, ..., k el=e with el ¥ (0, 1), (to optimise the procedure it may be
useful to choose a nonuniform redistribution); the Const depends only on
the choice of the exponents. The first term on the right hand side of (27)
can be estimated with the use of Hölder’s inequality as before. The remain-
ing part involves factors with derivatives of lower order. Finite iteration of
this procedure brings us to the case where we have only factors involving
derivatives of the first order which can be estimated in a simple way
discussed earlier in the first step. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.2. L
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Next we prove the following result for product measures with super-
Gaussian tails.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose a distribution P satisfies the following inequality
P 1f2 log f2
Pf2
2 [ 2c˜P(f[−L]J f) (28)
with some constant c˜ ¥ (0,.) and J ¥ (0, 1), for all functions f for which the
right hand side is finite.
Then there is a constant c ¥ (0,.) such that for any N ¥N we have
EN 1f2 log f2
ENf2
2 [ 2c 3 C
l=1, ..., n
(EN |Nlf|2)J4 (EN(f−ENf)2)1−J (29)
for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite.
Proof. Let Ll — Ié l−1 éLl é IéN−l, with I denoting the unit operator
and Ll being the isomorphic copy of the Markov generator L associated
to the square of the gradient form in L2(P). To proceed, we recall (18) for a
product measure E
Ef2 log
f2
Ef2
=C
l
E 1Elf2l−1 log f2l−1Elf2l−1 2 .
In the present case to each term on the right hand side we apply (28) to get
Ef2 log
f2
Ef2
[C
l
2c˜E(fl−1[−Ll]J fl−1). (30)
Next, we observe that by definition of the selfadjoint operator Ll and the
spectral theory, for J ¥ (0, 1) we have
E(fl−1[−Ll]J fl−1)
E(fl−1−Elfl−1)2
[ 1 E |Nlfl−1 |2
E(fl−1−Elfl−1)2
2J. (31)
Using this together with (30) and an observation that in our setting
E |Nlfl−1 |2 [ E |Nlf|2
as well as
E(fl−1−Elfl−1)2 [ E(f−Ef)2 (32)
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we obtain
Ef2 log
f2
Ef2
[ 2c˜ 3C
i
(E |Nlf|2)J4 (E(f−Ef)2)1−J. (33)
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.3. L
Remark. If instead of (32) we would use the spectral gap inequality for
the operator Ll (together with (31)) we would arrive to the well known
logarithmic Sobolev inequality. We will show below that there is an
advantage in not going this way.
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE ENTROPY BOUNDS
Exponential Bounds
In the previous section we made an assumption about the tails of
the distributions and obtained some general entropy bounds for product
measures which are independent of dimension. Later we will show that one
can generalise these results to a large class of nonproduct measures. Before
we do that, we provide additional motivation of a more general type
by showing that conversely our entropy bounds allow us to get proper
estimates on tails of distributions. We do that by proving the following
exponential bounds.
Theorem 4.1. (i) Suppose a probability measure m on RZ
d
satisfies the
following entropy bound
m 1f2 log f2
mf2
2 [ 2c C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
m |Naif
e|2/e2 (34)
with some constant c ¥ (0,.) and K, M ¥N, for all functions f for which
the right hand side is finite.
Then the following sub-Gaussian exponential bound is true
m(e tf) [ exp{2cw(t, f)} (35)
with a polynomial
w(t, f) — t F t
0
s−2w˜K, M(s, f) ds, (36)
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where
w˜K, M(t, f) —C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
|| |e−t(e/2) f Nai e
t(e/2) f|2/e||u 2 . (37)
Suppose a probability measure m, on RZ
d
satisfies the following entropy bound
m 1f2 log f2
mf2
2 [ 2c C
i
(m |Nif|2)J (mf2)1−J (38)
with some constant c ¥ (0,.) and J ¥ ( 12 , 1), for all functions f for which the
right hand side is finite.
Then the following super-Gaussian exponential bound is true
m(e tf) [ exp{t2J2cA2, J(f)+tmf} (39)
for all t ¥ R with
A2, J(f) —C
i
|| |Nif|2||
J
u .
Proof. We note that
m(e tf log[e tf/m(e tf)])=t2me tf
d
dt
1
t
log me tf. (40)
Additionally in case (i) we have
C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
m |Nai e
t(e/2) f|2/e2 [ w˜K, M(t, f) me tf (41)
with the following polynomial w˜K, M (of degree larger or equal to 2),
w˜K, M(t, f)=C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
|| |e−t(e/2) f Nai e
t(e/2) f|2/e||u 2
— C
k=2, ..., N
tkak(f) (42)
with proper coefficients ak(f) ¥ (0,.), k=2, ..., N. Putting together the
above facts, we obtain the following differential inequality
d
dt
11
t
log me tf2 [ t−22cw˜K, M(t, f). (43)
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Integrating this inequality from 0 to t ¥ (0, .) (with appropriate limiting
procedure for the lower limit of integration), we arrive at the following
bound
me tf [ e2cw(t, f)+tmf (44)
with
w(t, f) — t F t
0
s−2w˜K, M(s, f) ds (45)
In case (ii) we have
C
i
(m |Nie (t/2) f|2]J (me tf)1−J [ t2JA2, J(f) me tf (46)
with
A2, J(f) —C
i
|| |Nif|2||
J
u . (47)
This together with (40) yield
d
dt
1
t
log me tf [ t2(J−1)2cA2, J(f) (48)
If J ¥ ( 12 , 1) we can use similar arguments as in the previous case to obtain
me tf [ e t
2J2cA2, J (f)+tmf. (49)
This ends the proof. L
Remark. We remark that if a distribution on Rn is given by a probabil-
ity density r — 1Ze
−U with U(x) \ a |x|1+s+b, for some s, a > 0 and b ¥ R,
then it is a simple matter to show that the corresponding measure n satisfies
the following exponential bound
me tx · z [ exp{Ct t+1/s} (50)
with some constant C ¥ (0,.) for any unit vector z ¥ Rn and all sufficiently
large t.
On the other hand a smooth function U(x)’ |x|1+s satisfies the inequality
(1) with the exponent J= 2s1+s and by our Theorem 4.1 we essentially
recover the exponential bound (50). Thus the bounds of Theorem 4.1 are
essentially optimal.
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Finally, we recall that given an exponential bound (50) with x > 0, we
have the following tail estimate
m{f > (C+1) x}=m{x sf > (C+1) x1+s}
[ e−(C+1) x
1+s
mex
sf [ e−x
1+s
(51)
(which in order implies the integrability of etf
1+s
for some sufficiently small
|t| ¥ (0,.)).
Hence, our Theorem 4.1 provides an abstract (and potentially very effi-
cient) way of obtaining the tail estimates in the infinite dimensional setting.
One may note that, while in a finite dimensional situation or for some
types of random variables in infinite dimensions one can obtain exponen-
tial bounds also by some other methods, in general it is difficult to get
optimal estimates for more general classes of random variables included in
Theorem 4.1.
Gaussian Attraction
The following result provides precise asymptotic bounds associated to
the central limit theorem in the sub-Gaussian case and shows that in the
limit we obtain the celebrated logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the
Gaussian measure.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose a probability measure m, on RZ
d
satisfies the
following entropy bound
m 1f2 log f2
mf2
2 [ 2c C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
m |Naif
e|2/e2 (52)
with some constant c ¥ (0,.) and K, M ¥N, for all functions f for which
the right hand side is finite.
Then for any smooth function F: RQ R and any finite set L … Zd of
cardinality N ¥N, the function FN(w) — F(1/`N;i ¥ L wi) satisfies the
following entropy estimate
m 1F2N log F2N
mF2N
2 [ 2cm : d
dx
FN :2
+1C C
(k, e) ] (1, 1): k=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
N1−k/em : dk
dxk
F eN :2/e2
(53)
with some constant C ¥ (0,.); here dk/dxk denotes the derivative of the k
order of a real function.
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Spectral Gap Estimate for Elliptic Operators of Higher Order
Theorem 4.3. Suppose a probability measure m, satisfies sub-Gaussian
entropy bound (52). Then the following spectral gap inequality is true
m(f−mf)2 [ c C
i
1 C
a : |a|=1, ..., K
m |Naif|
22 . (54)
Remark. Under some additional assumption using spectral theory one
can conclude the spectral gap inequality for the corresponding Dirichlet
operator (of second order).
Proof. Consider first a function fs=1+sk defined with a (nonzero)
bounded smooth function k of mean zero and s ¥ (0, 1||k||u ). To show our
spectral inequality in this case we note that
lim
sQ 0
1
s2
m 1f2s log f2s
mf2s
2=2m(k2). (55)
On the other hand it is not difficult to see that in the present case we have
lim
sQ 0
1
s2
C
i
1 C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
m |Naif
e
s |
2/e2=C
i
1 C
a : |a|=1, ..., K
m |Nai k|
22
(56)
(which follows from the fact that the terms corresponding to e−1 > 1
produce a higher than 2 power of s and so do not contribute in the limit).
This completes the proof of the spectral gap inequality (54) for bounded
smooth functions. Hence, the general case follows by a proper approxima-
tion procedure. L
5. ENTROPY BOUNDS FOR NON-PRODUCT MEASURES
In this section we will prove entropy bounds for a large class of nontri-
vial measures with non-Gaussian tails. We recall that a Gibbs measure m is
by definition satisfying the following DLR equation
m(ELf)=m(f) (57)
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for any bounded measurable function f with a priori given probability
kernels
EwL(f) — EwL, F(f) —
nL(fe−UL)
nL(e−UL)
(58)
defined with a reference measure
nL —ë
i ¥ L
ni,
where ni is an isomorphic copy of the following measure on Rn0, with some
n0 > 3,
n0(dx) — e−V0 dx;F e−V0 dx
defined with a smooth real valued function V0 which satisfies 0 < > e−V0 dx <
. together with the condition (1) with some h ¥ (0, 1), and
UL — C
X 5 L ]”
FX,
where FX is a smooth cylinder function dependent only on the projection
wX — (wi ¥ R : i ¥X) associated with a finite set X … Zd. Later we will
assume that the collection F — {FX}X …… Zd, frequently called a potential,
satisfies
||F||K — sup
i ¥ Zd
C
X: X ¦ i
C
{|a|=0, ..., K; j ¥X}
||NajFX ||u <.
for the smallest K ¥N such that h \ 1/K.
It follows from the definition (58) that wQ EwL(f) is SZd0L measurable;
here and later for a subset O … Zd, SO is by definition the smallest
s-algebra such that all coordinate functions wi, i ¥ O are measurable.
For later purposes we remark that if the function V0 satisfies the condi-
tion (1) with some h, a0, b0 ¥ (0,.), then so does a function
UL — C
j ¥ L
Vj+UL,
where Vl(x) — V0(xl), with some constant h and some constants a1, b1 ¥
(0,.) (which in general depend on |L|).
This implies the following property.
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Proposition 5.1. Suppose the product measure nL, L …… Zd, |L| \ 3,
satisfies EK-entropy bound and suppose the potential F satisfies ||F||K <..
Then the measure EL satisfies EK-entropy bound (with a coefficient growing
at most linearly in |L|).
Remark. Using appropriate representation of the entropy one can get a
similar result for any F for which ||F||0 <. in a more direct way. Unfor-
tunately that way gives worse dependence of the coefficient c on the
dimension. The proof of both cases is similar to the corresponding ones in
case of the usual logarithmic Sobolev inequalities (see, e.g., [8]).
We recall that the conditional measures EwL satisfy the uniform strong
mixing condition if for any cylinder functions f(w) — f(wL1 ) and g(w) —
g(wLA ) we have
|EwL(f; g)| [ Cg(dist(L1, L2)) |||f||| · |||g||| (59)
with some constant C ¥ (0,.) independent of the sets involved, |||h||| —
;i ||Nih||u, and g > 0 satisfying
C
i ¥ Zd
g(|i|) · |i|2d−1 <..
5.1. Sub-Gaussian Case
In this section we consider the case when V0 and so UL satisfy inequality
(1) with some h ¥ (0, 1). We have the following theorem
Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose for any L ¥F0 and any i ¥ L, the restriction
EL, Si of the measure EL — EL, bF to the s-algebra Si satisfies
EL, Si f
2 log(f2/EL, Si f
2) [ 2c¯ C
(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M
EL, Si |N
a
if
e|2/e (60)
with some constant c¯ ¥ (0,.) and K, M ¥N, for all functions f for which
the right hand side is finite. Additionally assume that for any L ¥F0 the
conditional measure EL — EL, F satisfies the uniform strong mixing condition.
Then the unique Gibbs measure m satisfies the following inequality
mf2 log(f2/mf2) [ 2c C
i ¥ Zd
C
{(a, e): |a|=1, ..., K; 1 [ |e| −1 [M}
m |Naif
e|2/e (61)
with some coefficients c ¥ (0,.) for all functions f for which the right hand
side is finite.
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Remark. We remark that under our assumptions on the interaction
potential the condition (60) is satisfied uniformly in conditioning (as it
follows from Proposition 5.1 and the remark after it).
Proof: the general idea. Similarly as in the proof of logarithmic Sobolev
inequalities [8, Chap. V], one can follow two routes. The first, particularly
convenient for finite range interactions, goes by constructing a Markovian
transition matrix P by convoluting a properly chosen product of condi-
tional expectations El, l=0, ..., 2d−1, so that the transition matrix is
exponentially ergodic. (El is defined as a product of conditional expecta-
tions EDj with Dj being suitable translations of a sufficiently large cube D0.)
Setting fn — (Pnf2)1/2, n ¥ Z+, we use the expansion
mf2 log(f2/mf2)=C
n
m[P(f2n−1 log f
2
n−1)−P(f
2
n−1) log(P(f
2
n−1))]
(62)
and estimate each term on the right hand side. U sing our results for the
product measures one can expect to have similar entropy bounds for the
transition matrix P. If additionally one could show the following estimate
|Na(P2) e/2|2/e [
l
MK
C
a˜, e˜
P |N a˜f e˜|2/e˜ (63)
with a constant l ¥ (0, 1) and summation over a finite set of a˜, e˜ indepen-
dent of the function f, then one could complete the proof as in the case of
logarithmic Sobolev inequality.
One can expect that the proof of the above should rely on similar argu-
ments as in the product case, except that currently the differentiation of
conditional measures is involved and one needs to consider additional
terms of the following form
1
f2m−1l−1
D
k=1, ..., m
(El( N
bk
j f
2
l−1, N
d1
j UL, ..., N
ds
j UL)), (64)
where on the right hand side we have a truncated correlation function of
order s+1. If bk > 0 we can bound the corresponding factor by the product
of uniform norms of derivatives of the potential times the L1 norm of the
derivative of the function fl−1. If bk=0, we observe that without changing
the value of the truncated correlation function associated to El we can sub-
tract from f2l−1 a constant (Elfl−1)
2 and apply a similar estimate as in the
previous case together with a bound
El |F2−(ElF)2| [ C(ElF2)1/2 (El |NlF|2)1/2 (65)
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with some constant C ¥ (0,.) for any smooth function F (which follows
by simple arguments involving Hölder and spectral gap inequalities). Given
this bound one could obtain similar estimates as for the terms appearing in
the product case and use them to conclude the proof. The full details
should be described elsewhere.
Here to illustrate this strategy at work (but avoiding complications
coming from long and complicated expressions), we show more details in
the first nontrivial case K=2. (This will help us to keep the size of this
paper reasonable leaving some space for describing the case of measures
which are not given a priori as the Gibbs measures.)
Case K=2. In the situation when K=2 one has the following entropy
bound for the product measure El
El(f2 log f2)−El(f2) log El(f2)
[ 2c C
i ¥ Cl
{El |N
2
if|
2+El |Nif1/2|4+El |Nif|2} (66)
with some coefficients c ¥ (0,.) for all twice differentiable functions f \ 0
for which the right hand side is finite; Cl is equal to a union of suitable
disjoint cubes which are at the distance of twice the range of the interaction
from each other.
In order to be able to perform our inductive steps we need to obtain a
suitable bound for El |N
2
i (Ekf
2)1/2|2 and El |Ni(Ekf)1/4|4 for i ¥ Cl 0Ck. To
this end, we note that in the first case we have
N2i (Ekf
2)1/2=
1
2
1
(Ekf2)1/2
N2i Ekf
2−
1
4
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ni Ekf2)2. (67)
For the first term on the right hand side of (67) multiplied by 2, we have
1
(Ekf2)1/2
N2i Ekf
2=
1
(Ekf2)1/2
[Ek N
2
if
2+2Ek(Nif2, −NiUCk )
+Ek(f2, NiUCk , NiUCk )+Ek(f
2, −N2iUCk )]. (68)
The first term on the right hand side of (68) is similar to the one we have
treated already in the product case in Section 3. For the second term on the
right hand side of (68), we have
: 1
(Ekf2)1/2
[2Ek( Nif2, −NiUCk )] : [ 4 ||NiUCk ||u · 1(Ekf2)1/2 Ek |f Nif|
[ 4 ||NiUCk || · (El |Nif|
2)1/2, (69)
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where in the last step we have used Hölder’s inequality. (Note that even
though Ck may be infinite, the derivatives of UCk can be well defined due to
the additive structure of the energy.) Estimates for the third and second
terms on the right hand side (68) are similar and are as follows
: 1
(Ekf2)1/2
[Ek(f2, NiUCk , NiUCk )+Ek(f
2, −N2iUCk )] :
[ [23 · 3! ||NiUCk ||
2
u+2 ||N
2
iUCk ||u] ·
1
(Ekf2)1/2
Ek |f2−(Ekf)2|
[
C¯
m0 1/2
[||NiUCk ||
2
u+||N
2
iUCk ||u] · (El |Nif|
2)1/2 (70)
with some constant C¯ ¥ (0,.) and m0 denoting the spectral gap for the
product measure El.
Combining (67)–(70), we obtain the following estimate for the square of
the second term on the right hand side of (67)
: 1
(Ekf2)1/2
N2i Ekf
2 :2
[ C{Ek |N2if|2+Ek |Nif1/2|4
+[||NiUCk ||u+||NiUCk ||
2
u+||N
2
iUCk ||u]
2 ·El |Nif|2} (71)
with some numerical constant C ¥ (0,.). (The first two terms come from
the estimates as in Section 3.)
Finally we need to consider the last term on the right hand side of (67).
To this end we note that
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ni Ekf2)2
=
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ek Nif2+Ek(f2, −NiUCk ))
2
[ 2
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ek Nif2)2+2
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ek(f2, −NiUCk ))
2. (72)
The first term on the right hand side of (72) has the same estimate as in the
product case considered in Section 3. For the second term on the right
hand side (72) we use similar arguments as above to estimate the
covariance to obtain
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2
1
(Ekf2)3/2
(Ek(f2, −NiUCk ))
2 [
8
m0
||NiUCk ||
2
u ·
1
(Ekf2)1/2
Ek |Nif|2
[
8
m0
||NiUCk ||
2
u · (Ek |Nif
1/2|4)1/2. (73)
Combining (67)–(73), we arrive at the following bound
|N2i (Ekf
2)1/2|2 [ a[Ek |N2if|2+Ek |Nif1/2|4]
+b 5 C
j ¥ Di
Ek |Njf1/2|4+Ek |Njf|26 (74)
with some numerical constant a ¥ (0,.) and b — b(F) going to zero as the
first and second derivatives of the potential converge to zero, and Di is a
cube in Ck for which the distance to i ¥ Cl is smaller than the range of
interaction (but larger than zero, as in the latter case the expression on the
left hand side equals to zero).
Use of finitely many times of the inequality (74) (2d−1 times for
d-dimensional lattice) is sufficient proves the desired entropy bound for the
transfer matrix P — E2d−1 · · ·E0.
Since after 2d steps we do not get the terms at the coefficient a on the
right hand side of (74), given sufficiently small potential the convergence of
our procedure easily follows. In fact using the considerations described
above together with arguments similar to the ones used to show the
‘‘sweeping out relation’’ (in [8, Chap. 5] of the proof of logarithmic
Sobolev inequality it is not difficult to complete the proof of the result in
the full mixing region as well as the high temperature result for long range
interactions. L
Entropy bounds for Markov chains. Before we pass to the super-
Gaussian case, we would like to describe an interesting situation of nontri-
vial measures which are not a priori given as Gibbs measures but are
described as fixed points of some ergodic Markov chains. Here we concen-
trate ourselves on equilibrium measures of suitable parallel probabilistic
cellular automatons defined by a transition matrix P on a configuration
space W —MC (with M — Rn, n \ 3 and C being an infinite countable set)
given by
Pf(w) — Pwf — F f(w˜)ë
i ¥ C
pwi (dw˜i), (75)
where pwi , i ¥ C, are probability measures on M which are absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, that is we have
pwi (dw˜i)=r
w
i (w˜i) dw˜i
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with some density function rwi ( · ). Let P
n, w, n ¥N, be a family of transition
probability measures defined by induction as Pn+1, wg :=P(Pn, ·g)(w),
P0, wg :=g(w). We shall show that, under some conditions specified
later, the following entropy bound is satisfied with a constant c ¥ (0,.)
independent of n ¥N and w ¥ W
Pn, w(f2 log f2)−Pn, wf2 log Pn, wf2 [ c C
i ¥ C
C
(a, e)
Pn, w |Naif
e|2/e. (76)
We shall see that under suitable conditions Pn, w converges, as n goes to
infinity, towards a probability measure m on W with a limit being indepen-
dent of a given configuration w ¥ W. Hence, dependent on the tails of the
elementary measures pi, the fixed point m also satisfies appropriate entropy
bound.
The limiting probability measure has a priori no link with the Gibbs
measures considered before. (We also point out that the transition proba-
bility measure P is in general not symmetric in L2(m).)
The idea of the proof is the following. For a nonnegative differentiable
function f, we set f2n — Pf2n−1 with the convention f0 — f. Using this
notation we observe that
Pn, w(f2 log f2)−Pn, w(f2) log Pn, w(f2)
= C
k=1, ..., n
Pn−k, w{P(f2k−1 log f
2
k−1)−P(f
2
k−1) log P(f
2
k−1)}. (77)
Thus, if one has
P(f2k−1 log f
2
k−1)−P(f
2
k−1) log P(f
2
k−1) [ c C
i ¥ C
C
(a, e)
P |Naif
e
k−1 |
2/e (78)
with a constant c ¥ (0,.) and summation over (a, e) independent of the
configuration and the function f, one can proceed by induction provided
that the following bound is satisfied
C
i ¥ C
C
(a, e)
|Nai (Pf
2)2/e|2/e [ l C
i ¥ C
C
(a, e)
P |Naif
e|2/e (79)
with some constant l ¥ (0, 1) independent of the configuration and the
function f.
We will show that under some general conditions the inequality (79) is
true. To this end we consider a situation when the PCA satisfies the
following condition
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Finite index assumption. There exists v ¥N such that
-i ¥ C ÄOi — Ä{k: Nir·k – 0} [ v (80)
and
-k ¥ C Ä{i: Nir·k – 0} [ v. (81)
Remark. One should distinguish this condition from the condition
of finite range interaction frequently used in statistical mechanics. The
above described situation does not need to correspond to any reasonable
potential. (Under finite index assumption, one could give an example of
nondecreasing infinite range dependence.)
Later we assume also that P satisfies the spectral gap inequality with
corresponding mass m0.
Lemma 5.1.2. Suppose
tN — sup
|a| [N
sup
i, j ¥ C
||Naj log r
·
i( · )||u <.. (82)
Then for any e ¥ (0, 1) and any multiindex a, |a| [N, we have
C
i ¥ C
|Nai (Pf
2) e/2|2/e [ C C
i ¥ C
P |Nif e|2/e (83)
with a constant C ¥ (0,.) for any nonnegative function f for which the right
hand side is finite. Moreover C — C(tN)Q 0 as tN Q 0 and thus there is
z0 ¥ (0, .) such that
C
i ¥ C
C
a, e
|Nai (Pf
2) e/2|2/e [ l C
i ¥ C
C
a, e
P |Nif e|2/e (84)
with some l ¥ (0, 1) for all functions f for which the right hand side is finite,
provided that tN [ z0.
Remark. Note that the right hand side of (83) contains only the first
derivative of the function.
Proof. Given a multiindex a and an exponent e ¥ (0, 1], we need to
estimate the following term
Nai (Pf
2) e/2= C
k, c : |c |=|a|
<kl=1 Ncli Pf2
(Pf2)k− e/2
, (85)
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where c — {cl … a}l=1, ..., k, k=1, ..., |a|. Using the definition of the transfer
matrix, we get the following formal expression for each factor in the above
sum
Ncli Pf
2(w)=P[Ncli POi f
2]
= C
m, d : m [ v, |d|=|cl |
P[POi (f
2( · ); Nd1i U(w, · ); ...; N
dm
i U(w, · ))].
(86)
Here on the right hand side we have a truncated correlation function of
m+1 order associated to the measure
POi — P
w
Oi
—ë
j ¥ Oi
rwj (w˜j) dw˜j
involving derivatives (with respect to w) of various order of a formal
function
U(w, · ) — C
j ¥ C
log rwj ( · )
which is used to simplify the notation. In fact, because of our finite index
assumption, the derivatives of interest to us are equal to the derivatives of
UOi —;j ¥ Oi log rwj ( · ) which are well defined and we have
||NdiU||u <..
(Note also that in the PCA case there is no derivative of the function f on
the right hand side of (86).)
Hence
|Ncli Pf
2(w)| [ 5C(|a|, v) D
a=1, ..., m
||Ndai U||u6 P{POi |f2−(POi f)2|}
[ 51 2
m0
21/2 C(|a|, v) D
a=1, ..., m
||Ndai U||u6
×(Pf2)1/2 1 C
j ¥ Oi
P |Njf|221/2 (87)
with some numerical constant C(|a|, v) ¥ (0,.). We use the first line of the
above bound to cancel k−1 factors in the denominator from (85) and the
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second line to estimate the rest. Combining (85)–(87) we arrive at the
following bound
|Nai (Pf
2) e/2|2/e [ D¯(|a|, v, U)
(;j ¥ Oi P |Njf|2)1/e
(Pf2) (1− e)/e
(88)
with a constant D¯(|a|, v, U) ¥ (0,.)
D¯(|a|, v, U)3 1 2
m0
21/e max
k, c, m, d
D
l=1, ..., k
D
a=1, ..., m
||Ndai U||
2/e
u . (89)
Since by calculus and Hölder’s inequality
P |Njf|23 P |f1− e Njf e|2 [ (Pf2)1− e (P |Njf e|2/e) e (90)
we conclude that
C
i ¥ C
|Nai (Pf
2) e/2|2/e [ D(|a|, v, U) C
i ¥ C
P |Njf e|2/e (91)
with some constant D(|a|, v, U) ¥ (0, .) converging to zero if tN Q 0. From
this the estimate (83) follows and the rest of the lemma easily follows. L
Using the arguments from (75)–(81) together with Lemma 5.1.2, we
conclude with the following
Theorem 5.1.3. Suppose the product measure Pw satisfies sub-Gaussian
entropy bound of Section 3 with the constant and exponents independent of
w ¥ W. Then there is z0 ¥ (0,.) such that for any tN [ z0 the unique
invariant measure m — limnQ. Pn, w satisfies the entropy bound of the same
type.
Remark. For some treatment of PCA in the context of the logarithmic
Sobolev inequalities see [8].
5.2. Super-Gaussian case
The key ingredient in this case will be the following sweeping out relation
|Nj(ELf2)1/2|2 [ EL C
k ¥ L 2 {j}
cjk |Nkf|2 (92)
with coefficients cjk ¥ (0,.).
One can show that the sweeping: out relation is satisfied if the uniform
mixing condition (59) holds (see, e.g., [8]). We will prove the following
theorem
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Theorem 5.2.1. Suppose for any L ¥F0 and any i ¥ L the restriction
EL, Si of the measure EL — EL, bF to the s-algebra Si satisfies
EL, Si f
2 log(f2/EL, Si f
2) [ 2c¯(EL, Si |Nif|
2)J (EL, Si (f−EL, Si f)
2)1−J
(93)
with some c¯ ¥ (0,.) and J ¥ ( 12 , 1), for any differentiable function f for
which the right hand side is finite. Additionally assume that for any L ¥F0
the conditional measure EL — EL, F satisfies the sweeping out relation with
coefficients cji such that
cJ — sup
i
C
j
cJji <.. (94)
Then the unique Gibbs measure m satisfies the following inequality
mf2 log(f2/mf2) [ 2c C
j
(m |Njf|2)J (m(f−mf)2)1−J (95)
with some coefficients c ¥ (0,.) for all differentiable functions f for which
the right hand side is finite.
Proof. We choose a sequence Ln ¥F0, n ¥N, such that Ln+1 0Ln —
{jn+1} is a one point set. (Our convention does not need to imply that the
configuration space associated to one point is one dimensional.) Then
setting f0 — f and fn — (ELn f
2)1/2, for n ¥N, we have
mf2 log(f2/mf2)=C
n
mELn f
2
n−1 log(f
2
n−1/ELn f
2
n−1)
[ 2c C
jn
(m |Njn fn−1 |
2)J (mELn (fn−1−ELn fn−1)
2)1−J.
(96)
To simplify the right hand side of (96), we note that
mELn (fn−1−ELn fn−1)
2 [ m(f−mf)2. (97)
Now using the sweeping out relation together with Hölder’s inequality, we
arrive at
C
jn
m(ELn |Njn fn−1 |
2)J [C
jn
m 1 C
k ¥ Ln
cjn , kELn |Nkf|
22J
[C
jn
C
k ¥ Ln
cJjn , k(m |Nkf|
2)J
[ cJ C
k ¥ Zd
(m |Nkf|2)J. (98)
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This together with (96) and (97) yield
mf2 log(f2/mf2) [ 2c¯cJ C
j ¥ Zd
(m |Njf|2)J (m(f−mf)2)1−J. L
To illustrate the above result one can apply the arguments of [8,
Chap. V] to get
Theorem 5.2.2. Suppose F is a C2 potential such that
||F||K — sup
i ¥ Zd
C
X: X ¦ i
C
|a|=0, 1, 2; j ¥X
||NajFX ||u <..
Then there is a b0 ¥ (0,.) such that for any |b| < b0 and any finite set
L ¥F0 the conditional expectation EL — EL, bF satisfies the following sweeping
out relation
|Nj(ELf2)1/2|2 [ EL C
k ¥ L 2 {j}
cjk |Nkf|2 (99)
with coefficients cjk ¥ (0,.) satisfying
c — sup
k
C
j
max(cjk, ckj) <. (100)
for all differentiable functions f.
Moreover, if additionally
sup
i ¥ Zd
C
X: X ¦ i
C
|a|=0, 1, 2; j ¥X
||NajFX ||
J
u <.
then
cJ — sup
k
C
j
max(cjk, ckj)J <.. (101)
Remark. Naturally the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.2 are satisfied in
any system with finite range interactions (that is satisfying FX — 0 for
diam(X) > R), with some R > 0, for which a strong mixing condition is
satisfied (for sets in an appropriate family F0).
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Although in the above we have concentrated on the bounded potentials,
there is no doubt that similar results can be obtained for suitable
unbounded interaction potentials (as some technical estimates used in the
proof of the logarithmics Sobolev inequality can be properly adapted to the
current situation).
Finally we remark that a similar result as in Theorem 5.1.3 can be
obtained for PCA in the super-Gaussian case.
6. OUTLOOK
In this paper we have shown that there is a systematic procedure to
extend entropy bounds to a comprehensive class of distributions with non-
Gaussian tails living on infinite dimensional spaces. Thus there is a possi-
bility to include the classical Logarithmic Sobolev inequality into a more
general theory.
While we have concentrated on the relative entropy bounds, from the
aesthetic point of view, it would be nice to consider all the above in con-
nection to the Orlicz–Poincare inequalities; it is known that this is possible
for the classical logarithmic Sobolev inequality; see, e.g. [5].
Another interesting direction would be to get a link to the emerging iso-
perimetric facet of infinite dimensional analysis. In particular in [12] we
have introduced the isoperimetric inequalities generalizing those of Bobkov
[4] and Bakry–Ledoux [6], which potentially could allow one to obtain
optimal isoperimetric information for infinite dimensional distributions
with non-Gaussian tails.
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